


For Uwe

And to my father

Evelyn Guevara Lohmann under took this study after
realizing that the man controlling the Che Guevara
propaganda could also be seen to be involved in the JF
Kennedy assassination.

Gabriel Garcia Marquez was an associate of the Drug
Cartels operating in Latin America. Gabriel Garcia Marquez
took an active role in Latin America and the Americas part in
the soviet and Czechoslovakian Drugging program.

‘Spies-CIA-Lies-Terrorist-Che Guevara’
‘Gabriel Garcia Marquez the creator of Che Guevara’ start

to unravel the propaganda stories used by the CIA and The
Castro’s.

The full implication of the term ‘Drugging Program’ has
been described by Joseph D. Douglass PhD in his work, ‘Red
Cocaine’ he was an American security analyst; who explains
General Jan Sejna defection and uncovered the drug
offensive.
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Introduction.
What game were they playing?
With the conclusion that Gabriel Garcia Marques was the

creator of Che Guevara; the logical decision to find out what
else had this man been involved in, took place in my mind.

There are so many points where I could start, with each
study I have made take me into repeating circles.

I had hoped only to have to worry about how to get my
story out in the open but something happened! On the day
after the Che Guevara death party anniversary, October the
10, 20016 Arte TV announced they were going to show the
film ‘Wild Summer’ from 1959. The photo advertising the
film used Jean-Louis Trintignant image.

I was drinking tea with a friend who was reading through
‘Spies-CIA-Lies-Terrorist-Che Guevara’ (The German copy)
with the idea to edit it; when the thought came to my mind
that I knew the face, but not as Jean-Louis Trintignant, his
reminded of Jorge Masetti. The Jorge Ricardo Masetti! No, no
not again. In ‘Gabriel Garcia Marquez the creator of Che
Guevara’ in the first chapter is a full account of Jean-Louis
Trintignant/ Jorge Masetti connection.

But that was not all I found- Vincent Quivy has written
book about Jean-Louis Trintignant; while I was looking
through internet programs surrounding Vincent Quivy I
found he has also written a book about the killing of JF
Kennedy.



A photo of Judyth Very Baker was for sale on EBay, it court
my attention. She is said to be Lee Harvey Oswald’s
wife/girlfriend; the photo reminded me of Sylivia Duran; a
Mexican consulate worker, said to be responsible for Lee
Harvey Oswald.



Just out of intrest I add the Ebay find.
Détails sur 1965 Press Photo Marina Oswald Widow of JFK
Assassin on 2nd Anniversary.

Why did I think to cross-reference the ladies? I found out
that it was Carlos Delmar Jurado, who is said to have who
integrated the Mexican consulate worker Sylvia Duran; she
was responsible for Lee Harvey Oswald! On reading that I
found it strange to see her with another name clamming she
was his girlfriend!



Which one is which?



Sylvia Duran.
duran stevenhager420.wordpress.com

Judyth Vary Baker

Wd Photo left: ... ufodigest.com

whowhatwhy.org

This program has a lot to say about Carlos Delmar Jurado,
who was one of her said integrators.

“(Privileged authors, those who (unlike the rest of us) are
able to interview CIA officers and quote from unreleased
classified documents, continue to dominate the US media
with their dance between “Phase-One” and “Phase-Two”
accounts of Oswald. Gus Russo, for example, writes about
the “tantalizing leads about a possible Cuban conspiracy

http://stevenhager420.wordpress.com/
http://ufodigest.com/
http://whowhatwhy.org/


with Lee Harvey Oswald.” He claims, very misleadingly, that
“The CIA was unsuccessful in preventing the arrest of Silvia
Durán, which (although opposed by the CIA in Washington)
had in fact been ordered by CIA Station Chief Scott.

Referring to the questions prepared by Scott about
possible Cuban or Soviet involvement, he calls them the
“most critical questions surrounding the assassination.”
Russo states, against the available evidence; that “Duran’s
Mexican interrogators chose not to ask them.” To assert this,
he has to overlook the contrary testimony of Durán herself,
partially corroborated by a CIA informant (LIRING-3,
since identified as Carlos Delmar Jurado), whom Russo
cites elsewhere as “a CIA contact viewed as very reliable by
the agency.”)

This can be reconfirmed in-
CIA Cryptonyms - Mary Ferrell Foundation
https://www.maryferrell.org/.../CIA_Cryptonyms.ht...DR E
delegate Carlos Bringuier had the famous altercation with
Lee Oswald in New Orleans in the ..... LIRING-3, Carlos
Delmar Jurado. ... LITEMPO-4, Fernando Gutierrez Barrios,
head of the Mexican secret police (DFS) from 1964 to 1970,
...

https://www.maryferrell.org/.../CIA_Cryptonyms.ht...DR
https://www.maryferrell.org/.../CIA_Cryptonyms.ht...DR


Korda nov84 cuba fotoperiodismo.org
As you can see him, Carlos Jurado with Korda the man who

took the photo of Che Guevara the hero.
Not forgetting that Fernando Gutierrez Barrios- was

Mexico secret Police- and Carlos Delmar Jurado worked with
him. Fernando Gutierrez Barrios as the head of the secret
police of Mexico was said to be the go-between the CIA and
Fidel Castro!

Fernando Gutierrez Barrios got Fidel Castro out of prison
so he would to be able to take the Granma to Cuba. He also
saw that letters were delivered to Gabriel Garcia Marquez.

Absuelto por la historia - Granma
www.granma.cu/granmad/secciones/fidel/
Ramón Chao: Palabras en el tiempo, Argos Vergara,
España, 1984, p. .... Fernando Gutiérrez Barrios:

http://fotoperiodismo.org/
http://www.granma.cu/granmad/secciones/fidel/


Diálogos con el hombre, Editorial Planeta, México, 1995, p.
... Gustarle al Papa y a Fidel el Chan Chan es como gustarle
al mundo entero.

There is more information on this subject in chapter
fifteen. What a circle to find! ‘Gabriel Garcia Marquez the
creator of Che Guevara.’



Chapter list
Gabriel Garcia Marquez the Mafia & drug traders’s
Marster.
Chapter 1- Judyth Very Baker and Sylivia Duran.
Chapter 2- Back to the Mafia.
Chapter 3- The Nazi’s Part.
Chapter 4- Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s connection to- Jose
Santacruz Londono, Jose Franklin Jurado.
Chapter 5- Crosseroads in Miami.
Chapter 6- News of a Kidnapping and other book.
Chapter 7- Into the drug forest.
Chapter 8- There was something curios going on!
Chapter 9- Cuba’s role in the rise of Narco-Terrorism.
Chapter 10- The Castro brothers interest in the
Czechoslovak/Soviet drugging program.
Chapter 11- Red Cocaine.
Chapter 12- Dr. Salvador Allende and Che Guevara.
Chapter 13- Anti-Castro and Cuba 109-12-210 part 6.
Chapter 14- Political warfare and Drugs in Vietnam.
Chapter 15- the Bertrand Russell Tribunal and Gabriel
Garcia Marquez.
Chapter 16-The Warren Commission and their Nazi
connection.
Chapter 17-The Padilla Affair and Prensa Latin
Chapter 18- Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Regis Debray
Chapter 19- Luis Echeverria’s connection to Gabriel
Garcia Marquez.



Chapter 20- Is this one of the games they played!?
Chapter 21- From 065 (1) Duran.
Chapter 22-Names that do not move out from the
subject.
The men that signed the statement.
Names that cannot be fully connected-But!
Chapter 23- Jose Lopez Portillo.
Chapter 24- The Twist Party and guests.
Chapter 25- Party Pictures.
Chapter 26- Continuing Circles.
Chapter 27- long Standing Contacts.
Chapter 28- Carlos Fuentes’s House- was used to start
the Lee Harvey Oswald sager.
Chapter 29- Hotel Vermont.
Chapter 30- To place Jack Ruby in Mexico.
Chapter 31- CIA-Maurice Bishop/David Atlee Phillips.
Chapter 32- Operation 40.
David Atlee Phillips was a founder member of Operation
40.
Chapter 33- Frank Sinatra-the Mafia.
Chapter 34- One of Jack Ruby’s strippers. Lee Harvey
Oswald’s wife-Marina Oswald- Jada) to add JADA
Chapter 35- Judyth Vary Baker which one? There are
two!
Chapter 36- The last Chapter.



Chapter 1
Judyth Very Baker and Sylvia Duran.

‘E To E! Now I can write down in short what has made me
so excited!

Judyth Very Baker it was said (She is still alive) was lee
Harvey Oswald’s girl friend.

Sylivia Duran. It was said was the person who attended
Lee Harvey Oswald in the Cuban Embassy.

(I want to keep this short___)(I was-still am- working from
the idea that they were one and the same person.)

Barnabe Jurado (my uncle!) connects to Fernando
Gutierrez Barrios, (Secret Police, He intervened Sylivia
Duran about her contact with Lee Harvey Oswald) Fernando
Gutierrez Barrios- his friend was a man called Miguel Nassar
Hero (Trained by Fernando Gutierrez Barrios, was protected
by the CIA, he received stolen cars from the USA; on behalf
of the Mexican government and was involved in many bad
deeds- kidnapping murder bombing and, and, and. One of
his friends was Carlos Marcello (A Godfather Mafia Boss)
Carlos Marcello- he in turn was friends with Judyth Very
Backer as she states in her book ‘Me and Lee.)

This not a circle that should happen. And now I am
deflated! There are more connections to point out-‘

This is an email I sent to my friend; this is the point I
decided to have a closer look at Fernando Gutierrez Barrios.

Fernando Gutierrez Barrios- El Pollo, served under 33
Mexican Presadents, so says one of his Wikipedias. No mean
feat, that means he is a kingpin in the events.

Fernando Gutierrez Barrios integrated of Sylvia Duran.
Sylvian Duran.

Silvia Tirado de Daran-



Silvia odio-
The names bring you to the same set of photos of the

lady. Sylvia Duran it is said was the person Lee Harvey
Oswald approached in the Cuban embassy in Mexico.
Reading through many reports it is clear there is more than
one Lee Harvey Oswald. The one thing they have in
common is they made sure they were noticed! Be it at the
Russian embassy or at the Cuban embassy or in the street.

I remember seeing in the Mary Ferrell Foundation her,
Sylvia Duran’s name and that of Carlos Delmar Jurado. His
connection to Cuba and its film industry is in ‘Gabriel Garcia
Marquez the creator of Che Guevara.’

In Mary Ferrell Foundation’s report states he, Carlos
Delmar Jurado interrogated Sylvia Duran but then I read so
did Fernando Gutierrez Barrios.

Fernando Gutierrez Barrios! He was the man that
saw Fidel Castro and Che Guevara got out of prison
so they could take their trip on the Granma.

Sptartacus- education.com
Fernando Gutierrez Barrios-Mexico secret Police-Carlos

Delmar Jurado-

Fernando Gutierrez Barrios who was the head of the secret
police of Mexico and the go-between the CIA and Fidel
Castro!

I have a question- why was Fernando Gutierrez Barrios
interrogating a person who was working in the Cuban
embassy?

Fernando Gutierrez Barrios, he bruised Sylvia Duran as he
asked questions, has been recorded. Sylvia Duran
depending which report you are reading is ether Mexican or
Cuban.

Why is there confusion as to whether she, Sylvia Duran
was Lee Harvey Oswald’s lover or not. And one Sylvia Duran

http://education.com/


dinghies knowing lee Harvey Oswald outside the Cuban
embassy!

Manuel Martín Medem points out that Fernando Gutierrez
Barrios was the mediator who simultaneously solved the
drug charges against Fidel Castro and against the
governments of Ronald Reagan and Miguel de la Madrid.

Miguel de la Madrid was Mexico’s president between
1970/1976
CIA | Diario de Cuba
www.diariodecuba.com/etiquetas/cia.html

Jose Manuel Martin Medem says in his book;
executions of drug trafficking: the cases of Arnaldo Ochoa
and Antonio de la Guardia. The best kept secrets of Fidel
Castro.’

“Gutierrez Barrios worked with Fidel Castro to get him out
of jail when he was arrested in Mexico while preparing the
landing of the Granma. And he was the mediator; who
simultaneously solved the drug charges against Fidel and
against the governments of Ronald Reagan and Miguel de la
Madrid. US and Mexico presidents also related to the murder
of Camarena and Buendia. The same solution in all cases
was applied: state officials were involved in the US, Mexico
and Cuba without "authorization governments."

CIA Cryptonyms - Mary Ferrell Foundation
https://www.maryferrell.org/.../CIA_Cryptonyms.ht...
DRE delegate Carlos Bringuier had the famous altercation
with Lee Oswald in New Orleans in the .....

LIRING-3, Carlos Delmar Jurado. ... LITEMPO-4, Fernando
Gutierrez Barrios, head of the Mexican secret police (DFS)
from 1964 to 1970, ...

005n2pol
www.jornada.unam.mx/2000/10/03/005n2pol.html

http://www.diariodecuba.com/etiquetas/cia.html
https://www.maryferrell.org/.../CIA_Cryptonyms.ht
http://www.jornada.unam.mx/2000/10/03/005n2pol.html


03.10.2000 - Ť Montemayor señala a Gutiérrez Barrios
como uno de los responsables ... del 68, aunque el
historiador Carlos Montemayor aclaró que, con base en... de
la masacre, entre los que mencionó a Fernando Gutiérrez
Barrios, así ... García, el artista plástico Carlos Jurado y Luis
González Souza, entre otros.

The writer accuses Carlos Jurado and Fernando Gutierrez
Barrios of killing students-!?

Another helpful Mexican president was Carlos Hank
Gonzalez, he was asked by Fidel Castro for a place to train
his men for the Cuban invasion.

So as not to lose the Granma refinances I add them here.
Absuelto por la historia - Granma
www.granma.cu/granmad/secciones/fidel/
Ramón Chao: Palabras en el tiempo, Argos Vergara,

España, 1984, p. .... Fernando Gutiérrez Barrios:
Diálogos con el hombre, Editorial Planeta, México, 1995,

p. ... Gustarle al Papa y a Fidel el Chan Chan es como
gustarle al mundo entero.

CIA | Diario de Cuba
www.diariodecuba.com/etiquetas/cia.html
... Manuel Martín Medem Luis Posada Carriles Manuel
Buendía México Miguel ... Olivares Bolivia Chile CIA Ciro
Bustos Clodomiro Almeyda Ernesto Guevara ...
Collaboration with the Central Intelligence Agency
Declassified documents from the CIA show that Fernando
Gutierrez Barrios was a contributor to the agency with the
name LITEMPO-4, like the presidents of Mexico, Gustavo
Diaz Ordaz and Luis Echeverría.

Gutierrez Barrios played an important role in clarifying the
steps of Lee Harvey Oswald in Mexico City, where he made
his trip to stay in Cuba, following the assassination of
President of the United States, John F.

Kennedy. Gutierrez Barrios used all his power in the
Federal Security Directorate to question Mexicans who

http://www.granma.cu/granmad/secciones/fidel/
http://www.diariodecuba.com/etiquetas/cia.html


had been in contact with Oswald in Mexico. The LITEMPO
code was composed of the LI code, identifying operations in
Mexico and Tempo, which identified the program
relationship between the CIA and "select high officials" in
Mexico.

This you can find in Fernando Gutierrez Barrios’ Wikipedia.
The next statement is from ‘Dallas’63: The first Deep

State Revolt Against the White House.’
[131] Report in Spanish of November 26, 1963; retyped

and transmitted by JKB (George Munro) to Mexico City CIA
Station “Re: Lee Harvey Oswald and Silvia Tirado de Duran,”
NARA #104-10068-10084, p. 6. The report was prepared by
“LI-4” (Fernando Gutiérrez Barrios, Assistant Director of the
DFS) for “LI-2” (Gustavo Díaz Ordaz, Gobernación Chief and
President-elect of Mexico). It was hand-carried to
Washington on November 27 by a Headquarters CIA Officer,
John Horton (CIA Cable MEXI 7105 of November 27, 1963,
NARA #104-10015-10416). The report was retyped on the
same machine as JKB’s covering letter, presumably to
change some, but not all, of the “All tOswald” references in
the Report. (All the references to Oswald in the Durán
interview pages have “Lee Harvey Oswald,” but subsequent
pages dealing with her relatives have “Harvey Lee Oswald.”)

The next interesting man is Miguel Nazar Hero.



This not the only reference on the internet referring to
Miguel Nazar Hero. In this article his name is spelt in many
other forms.

Miguel Nassar Haro* (aka Nazar Haro; or Nasar Haro), he
was Mexico’s ex-director of the Federal Security Directorate
(DFS), received help from the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) and the U.S. Justice Department to avoid incarceration
in the U.S. when he was under investigation for participating
in a car theft ring, revealed Peter K. Nuñez, the former U.S.
Attorney in charge of the case in San Diego, California.

The car theft ring was active for over 22 years.
What makes this interesting is Miguel Nazar Hero’s

teacher was Fernando Gutierrez Barrios! Who was the
interrogator of Sylivia Duran, who in her turn it was said
received Lee Harvey Oswald in the Cuban embassy in
Mexico City. (At the time just before the association of John
F. Kennedy.)

We are going round in circles again- Fernando Gutierrez
Barrios was the man said to have seen that Fidel Castro and
Che Guevara get out of prison to catch the Granma to Cuba.
Fernando Gutierrez Barrios association with Fidel Castro is a
long lasting one.

Miguel Nazar Hero was a leader of the White Brigade
under Fernando Gutierrez Barrios they create a criminal
structure within the Mexican state apparatus in the 60s,
removing, kidnapping and torturing their opponents.

Really nice friends to have! If you look at their friends you
come across Barnabe Jurado and his ring of lawyers and
Mexican presidents, he is even related to one; Emillo Portes



Gil. We are told that Barnabe Jurado had close contacts with
the mafia as do the two gentlemen aforementioned. What
has the Mafia to do with all of this? Wasn’t Barnabe Jurado a
lawyer for the rich and famous and the Mafia?

This is a nice tit-bit!

Es obvio que Fidel Castro tiene problemas más ingentes qué
enfrentar.
perezstuartjoseantonio.wordpress.com

Gutierrez Barrios continued to provide favors to all Central
and South American guerrillas. Shortly before the outbreak
of the declaration of war EZLN in Chiapas, El Pollo (is
Gutierrez Barrios) he was in Argentina, where he maintained
contacts with the entire leadership of the socialist guerrilla
who had been sponsored by the liberation theologians.

In Mexico, Gutierrez Barrios public defended the brother of
Ernesto "Che" Guevara, Roberto, and how Mario Santucho,
the brother of the head of the sanguinary Argentina guerrilla
ERP (July Santucho), after both organized the kidnapping of
Beatriz Madero Garza, niece of presidential candidate of the
PAN. Many of the letterheads and groups of socialists, who
came to the defense of Argentine kidnappers at that time,
today have come out in defense of the "normal school"
guerrerenses.

This is the only refinance to Roberto Guevara I have been
able to find in years.

http://perezstuartjoseantonio.wordpress.com/


Mexico Moves to stop narcoterror coup by Hector
Apolinar.

This article has a few interesting points to make about the
all out war against international drug trafficking.

Hector Apolinar talks about Fernando Gutierrez Barrios’
achievements as director of the Federal Security
Administration (the Mexican CIA) and says he was for two
terms as Under Secretary of Interior in charge of national
security affairs. Fernando Gutierrez Barrios’ nomination
routed the ‘Aleman crowed’ the name given to President
Miguel Aleman Valdes; who built a corrupt, immoral and
criminal political-economic empire; based on drug trafficking
and international intrigue.

Then Hector Apolinar tell us that President Miguel Aleman
Valdes’ son Miguel Aleman Velasco was Gabriel Garcia
Marquez’s protector; and adds that Gabriel Garcia Marquez
was a Cuban DGI agent. Miguel Aleman Velasco does not
want to see Fernando Gutierrez Barrios in a political position
that could threaten his family riches.

What is interesting is to see Miguel Aleman Valdes
connection to Katy Jurado’s godfather Jorge Negrete! Then
you can see Miguel Aleman Velasco with Mario Moreno-
Cantinflas- Che Guevara’s double. ‘See Gabriel Garcia
Marquez the creator of Che Guevara.)

Foreign policy[edit] en.wikipedia.org

Foreign policy

http://en.wikipedia.org/


Meeting with Mexican president Miguel Alemán Valdés,
from left to right: Jorge Negrete, Alemán, Mario Moreno
Cantinflas and María Tereza Montoya.

During his administration Miguel Aleman Valdes had a
close relationship with the US, developing during World War
II and continued, although he refused to send Mexican
troops to participate in the Korean War. (They were too busy
to go as every man was employed the production of drugs.)

In 1947, on the eve of the Cold War, he created the
Mexican DFS intelligence agency to support and cooperate
with CIA operations in Mexico. Its stated mission was
"preserving the internal stability . . . against all forms of
subversion".

Miguel Aleman Valdes negotiated a major loan from the
United States in 1947. Alemán and US President Harry S.
Truman rode in a parade in Washington that attracted an
estimated 600,000 well-wishers.

Internationally, he signed peace agreements with Japan,
Germany and Italy following World War II, had a hand in
planning a truce between Pakistan and India and worked
with the US on the issue of braceros.



Dos Ex Presidentes de México: Miguel Alemán y Emilio
Portes Gil, ...
amdint.org

Hector Apolinar has another article ‘The Aztec Warrior’

The Aztec warrior: The secrets of Fernando Gutiérrez
Barrios

Publication date: 2010-03-07
“Don Fernando Gutiérrez Barrios, a former secretary of

state, former governor of Veracruz, former deputy secretary
of state, former director of the Federal Security Directorate,
went down to Mexico's recent history as one of the country's
best informed men, if not as the "father" of Mexican
intelligence services from 1955 to 1996, when he resigned
as secretary of state under the government of Carlos Salinas
de Gortari.

His public fame is great in the country, and he is plagued
with contradictions, some accuse him of having been an
agent of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) of the United
States, and others, of having been a close friend of the
legendary Cuban Communist Commander Fidel Castro, the

http://amdint.org/


number one political enemy of the United States since 1961
to date.

For some Gutiérrez Barrios was a left-leaning emblazon
that served as a "faithful dog" to the PRI and, in particular,
President Luis Echeverría Álvarez, for others, was a ruthless
repressor of the leftist guerrillas and clandestine right-wing
groups in Mexico.

To date, such a great contradiction has not been resolved
by any political analyst or Mexican historian.

His figure seems to lie in the shadow of many former
intelligence officials in the world.

Gutierrez Barrios witnessed first-hand strategic crises for
national and global security such as the Cuban Missile Crisis
and murder of the President of the United States, John F.
Kennedy, shot dead on November 22, 1963, allegedly by
Lee Harvey Oswald, shortly after he made a trip to Mexico
City.

In order to maintain that Gutiérrez Barrios was a CIA
agent, several journalists rely on the recent revelations of
secret documents of the North American agency, which they
point out as agent LITEMPO-4.”

I have taken this out of the Assassinations of the 1960’s to
make my point.

“Pena “also built up strong connections with Interpol: a
senior official in the Mexican government was his ‘number
one connection into Latin America,’ and he’d make frequent
trips down there.” Both Oswald and Ray also visited Mexico
prior to the events for which they were arrested, and in both
cases after the preparations for implicating them had clearly



begun. Senior Mexican officials, notably the future
Mexican Minister of Government Fernando Gutiérrez
Barrios, also falsified records at the behest of the CIA
in the case of Lee Harvey Oswald. His agency, the
Mexican Federal Security Directorate (DFS), had been
involved throughout its three decades of existence in
drug trafficking.”

‘In 1956, in response to pressure from Batista, and as
prelude to deportation back to Cuba, the Mexican
government ordered the arrest of Castro and his 26 July
Movement. Again the “hidden hand” – the CIA’s –
intervened to safeguard Castro. “Details of the deal
between Castro’s group and the Mexicans remain unclear,”
wrote one British obituarist of a former Mexican secret
police chief, Fernando Gutierrez Barrios, who reportedly
brokered the deal, but what is clear is that the seemingly
unlikely friendship between the interrogator from the
fanatically anti-Communist DFS – which in the 1970s ran a
murderous anti-leftist death squad, the Brigada Blanca - and
Castro, endured: “Guttierez visited Havana on many
occasions, and when Castro attended the 1988 inauguration
of President Carlos Salinas, he was personally attended by
his former jailer.

The two men even travelled to Tuxpan, in Veracruz, for a
memorial ceremony at the spot where the revolutionaries
embarked for Cuba.”

The same obituarist, writing this time of Arturo Durazo,
the DFS member who oversaw the investigation of Castro
and his group, wrote vaguely of “political pressure” for the
group’s release. That Carlos Prio, the multimillionaire ex-
President of Cuba and acknowledged financier of the 26th
July Movement, wrote an open letter to the Mexican
President in support of Castro is not at issue. What is the
sufficiency of this source in securing Castro’s release.’



Chapter 2
Back to the Mafia.

With Fernando Gutierrez Barrios’ involvement established I
took a look at those around him- my attention was brought
back to the Mafia.

(Miguel Nassar Haro (Trained by Fernando Gutierrez Barrios,
was protected by the CIA, he received stolen cars from the
USA; on behalf of the Mexican government and was involved
in many bad deeds- kidnapping murder bombing and, and,
and. One of his friends was Carlos Marcello (A Godfather
Mafia Boss) Carlos Marcello- he in turn was friends with
Judyth Very Backer as she states in her book ‘Me and Lee.)
Carlos Marcello (A Godfather Mafia Boss!)

ESSAY; LIE DOWN WITH DOGS
By William Safire was an author, communist –

Presidential speech writer for Richard Nixon and
Spiro Agnes. Essay was published: April 1, 1985

“Ever since Gov. Thomas Dewey made a deal with jailed
Mafioso Lucky Luciano to protect the port of New York from
sabotage in World War II, a question has haunted lawmen:
When does national security take precedence over law
enforcement?”

William Safire’s statement went on to say-
“Take the case of Miguel Nassar Haro, former chief of the

Directorate of Federal Security, Mexico's corrupt national
police. Three years ago, a grand jury in San Diego wanted to
indict him for masterminding a vast car-theft ring in
California.”



Lucky Luciano was a War Hero!-

Pink, Yellow Press, "de Rojillos y Rojetes"
June 26, 2015 By: Francisco Rodriguez .

“Vasconcelos, a very successful lawyer. (He saved the
astute criminal lawyer Bernabé Jurado accused of
possessing narcotics, through obtaining a permit from
Salubridad, headed by Álvarez Amézquita, in which he was
credited as a sick subject, subject to opiate medications.
The truth was that the lawyers of Las Vegas had it with one
foot on the blade by repeated gambling debts at the Casino
Hotel Flamingo's, owned by Bugsy Siegel, one of the
mobsters favorites "war hero" Lucky Luciano.”

(A side step- Antonio Diaz Lombardo’s name also appears
in this article. He was the entrepreneur who created Aircraft
of Mexico, took possession of the IMSS in December 1946,
‘Mexican Social Security Institute.’

(These were the ways and means of resolving the media
brawls with the country's leaders.) He assisted Vasconcelos
to get Barnabe Jurado of a drug charge on medical grounds.
Antonio Diaz Lombardo was interested in making films he
can be connected to Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Katy Jurado.
‘Corte: Unosasuno; Espectaculos’

Lucky Luciano and General George Patton!
When I went to confirm Lucky Luciano had been asked to

protect the New York port from sabotage I came across
another linking connection in-

Deep Politics Forum- an online community dedicated to
shinning light onto the dark and shadowy reaches of deep
political structures.

Nazi Connections to JFK Assassination In their thread- Nazi
Connections to JFK Assassination I found an article by John
Judge-1983.



‘General George Patton. An American hero of World War
II, whose credit for invading

Sicily was later tarnished by the Kefauver commission
study, suggesting that he traveled into friendly Mafioso
villages as part of a secret deal between Navy Intelligence
and mobster “Lucky”Luciano.

In his assignment to construct a history of the war, Patton
assembled Nazi Army officers and had “admiration, affection
and sympathy” for them. He picked the “best brains,” Von
Manteuffel, Brandenberger, Count von Schwerin and Fritz
Kraemer.

After the war, Patton worked closely with John J.
McCloy. In relation to Russia he said,
“Any one who says there won’t be a future war is a

goddamn fool.’

(Frank Sinatra and Lucky Luciano came from the
same village! Frank Sinatra said he wanted to have Katy
Jurado as his lover, where as Pablo Escobar said he was a
better drug dealer than a singer, we find Frank Sinatra and
Marilyn Munroe close to the Kennedys!)

From ‘Gabriel Garcia Marques the creator of Che Guevara.’

Frank Sinatra was 'a good drug dealer' says drug lord
Pablo Escobar's ...



www.dailymail.co.uk/.../Frank-Sinatra-better-drug-
dealer-singer-...

07.11.2015 - Frank Sinatra was 'a better cocaine dealer
than singer': Pablo Escobar's son makes extraordinary claim
that the crooner was his drug lord ... Pablo Escobar to Klaus
Barbie-

See ‘Gabriel Garcia Marques the creator of Che Guevara.’
My question is why are the Mafia close to the players in

JFK’s assassination?
(Bearing in mind some of these players are to be seen in

and around Che Guevara’s death party) Why was Fernando
Gutierrez Barrios involved?

(Bearing in mind his close alliance with Fidel Castro and
Gabriel Garcia Marquez.)

It has been proved that the American politicians had
working contacts with the Mafia Bosses.

There were Nazi connections in the assassination.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/.../Frank-Sinatra-better-drug-dealer-singer-


Chapter 3
The Nazi’s Part.

It was at this point I decided to look closer at the Nazi
connections; that Klaus Barbie was involved in the Che
Guevara death party production and his influence on the
drug trade has been made clear. But what influence did the
Nazis have on John F Kennedy’s assassination?

Two sources of information helped me to understand that
the CIA and the Nazi amalgamated. (Had the Second World
War turned the other way, Nazis would had drawn in the
CIA.) They were working together.

For instance John J McCloy-
Prior to the war McCloy was legal counsel to Farben, the

German chemical monopoly.
As an assistant secretary in the War Department during

the war:
McCloy blocked the executions of Nazi war criminals.
Forged a pact with the Vichy Regime of pro-Nazi Admiral
Darlan.
Displaced Japanese-Americans in California to
internment camps.
Refused to recommend the bombing of Nazi
concentration camps to spare the inmates on grounds
"the cost would be out of proportion to any possible
benefits."
Refused Jewish refugees, entry to the U.S.

In 1952 John J McCloy left a Germany that was prepared to
re-arm to return to his law practice. He became president of
the Chase Manhattan Bank, director of a dozen blue chip
corporations, and legal counsel to the "Seven Sisters" of


